UNDERTAKING
(relating to the eligibility)
(To be filled in by the candidates)
I, Shri/ Shrimati………………………………………… son/ daughter of …….……………………........................................
resident of………………………………...….PO………………...………….………… District …..……………….…………………
State …………………………………….. admitted provisionally to the First Semester of ………………………..
programme for the academic session 2016- 17, do hereby declare and give an undertaking as under
( fill in any one as applicable) that:
(1) I have passed all the earlier examinations held for the degree of …………….……………( name of the
qualifying examination) without any carry over of subject and I also satisfy the academic
minimum eligibility criteria specified for the academic programme to which I am provisionally
admitted. (Applicable to the candidates who have already passed the qualifying
examination).
(2) I have appeared the …………………….………………examinations (name of the qualifying
examination) in the year ………..…, with Roll No.…………………..under ………………………………………….
University / Council/Board and awaiting the result. I shall produce the marksheet/ certificate of
passing the qualifying examination on or before 30th October, 2016. (Applicable to the
candidates who have appeared the qualifying examinations and awaiting the results).
(3) I could not produce the pass certificate and marksheet of the qualifying examination in original
for credential verification as I have submitted the original certificate and marksheet in
……………………………………. (Name of the institution where the candidate has submitted his / her
certificate/ marksheet) for admission to ……………….programme. I shall produce the certificate/
marksheet in original for credential verification within a week from the date of my admission
failing which I shall forfeit my seat (Applicable to the candidates who have already passed
the qualifying examination but have not produce the original marksheet and certificate for
credential verification).
I declare that I shall abide by the Statutes, Ordinances, Rules, Regulations, and Orders etc. of the
University that will be in force from time to time. I shall submit myself to the disciplinary
jurisdiction of the University, if I violate the Statutes, Ordinances, Rules, Regulations, Orders etc. the
University during the period of my study in Tezpur University.
I also declare that the information given in the application form/ admission record form are true
and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief. And if any of it is found to be incorrect, my
admission shall be cancelled and I shall be liable to such disciplinary action that the University may
deem fit.
I sign this undertaking after having proper knowledge on the subject and in a good state of health.
Place
Date:

Countersignature of parent/ Guardian with date

(
)
Full signature of the candidate

